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             To  
         Use: 

For durability and sustainability 
I glue the three sheets together at 
the edges (there are 3 sheets per  

 game board) and then laminate them.   
Students need either the paper racecars  

included or I prefer to use toy cars. 
 More fun!  You’ll also need to supply 

 each group with a die. These make great   
centers for reinforcing and  

   practicing different phonics skills. 
   I would suggest a maximum 

    of 4 students per board 
   at a time.    



          How To: 

          1. Roll die to see who goes first. 
             2. The person with the highest number  
        goes first. Roll die again and move your car 
                   to that spot. Read the word. 
       3. If correct, you stay on that spot. If incorrect, 
            move back to the last spot you were on.  
            4. Play continues with the person to the  
                                     left.  
                    5. The first car to the last spot 
                               is the winner!! 
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Game pieces for students 
(or as I prefer) 

Use real toy cars 



Thank you for 
downloading this freebie!! 
Please leave feedback to 

help improve future 
products! If you enjoyed 
this product, here is the 

full version that this 
freebie was taken from… 

you won’t be 
disappointed!! 
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